Management and treatment of COVID-19: A Review
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Abstract

It is an infectious disease caused by one of Coronavirus. The virus has been named: severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus type 2 (SARS-CoV-2). The first emerge of the virus was in December 2019, in Wuhan China. After that, the infection started to extend to many other countries that by the beginning of 2020 WHO announced that the infection is a worldwide pandemic. The disease has about 2-3% mortality rate has killed nearly one and a half million so far. The WHO, CNHC, and the USN IH have published some recommended treatments for hospitalized patients with Covid-19. Remdesivir, Baricitinib, Pamlanifemab, and Dexamethasone have mostly approved drugs to be used in treatment for hospitalized patients to reduce the time of recovery, but they have not proved effective in reducing mortality.
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Introduction

Coronaviruses are a large group of viruses that usually infect human being causing illnesses ranging from the common cold to more severe diseases, like Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS-Cov) and Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS-Cov) and this new arising virus is a new strain of coronavirus that hasn’t been identified before in humans. Generally, Coronaviruses are known to be zoonotic, and this means that they are transmitted between animals and humans. Substantial investigations have found that the virus, which causes (SARS), has passed from civet hooks to humans, while the Coronavirus that causes respiratory syndrome in the Middle East has transferred from lonely humped camels and has passed to humans. The rest of the known coronaviruses are spread among animals, and no reported case has emerged yet saying that they have infected humans (Zuckerman et al., 2004).

COVID-19

Covid-19 is an infectious disease caused by the new coronavirus strain. Also known as (SARS-CoV2). It was first reported in Wuhan, China, in December 2019. And since then the virus started to spread all around the world, resulting in a worldwide pandemic. It has infected about 72,740,961 worldwide, leaving nearly 1.620,799 deaths in recent statistical results of 14th December 2020.

Clinical Features

The disease is mostly associated with the common cold, as well as asthma exacerbations and hospitalized people with severe respiratory distress. Unlike these viruses, which are rarely causing distress in lower respiratory tract disease, COVID-19 seems to has more complicated pathogenicity. In addition to its association with the lower respiratory tract, it can also lead to more complicated illnesses, specifically in elderly and immune-compromised people.

Normal symptoms are usually included fever, cough, muscle pain, fatigue, and loss of sense of taste. The signs usually start 1-14 days after exposure and some of these infected individuals are asymptomatic, showing no identified signs (ECDPC, 2020). While most people develop mild symptoms to
Covid-19 is a contagious agent that spreads through close contact with the infected person. Therefore, it was well established that personal hygiene and a healthy lifestyle, as well as social distancing, proved to be the most effective way to prevent infection. Although, this is only working for healthy individuals. Infected patients need a different approach. While there is not an effective known drug against covid-19 as of yet. Researchers are currently testing a variety of potential treatments. These treatments are approved by WHO and FDA as well as many international health organizations that these drugs can help reduce the severity of infection to an extent and provide enough time for the patient to heal.

Treatments

Remdesivir: The US FDA declared that the antiviral drug remdesivir (Veklury) is safe to be used as a treatment for hospitalized patients after infection with the virus, as well as infected children 12 years of age or more if they are hospitalized (Liu et al., 2020).

Baricitinib: Despite the benefits of remdesivir, substantial morbidity and mortality due to Covid-19 remain. Emerging data suggest that disease severity may be due in part to a deregulated inflammatory response (Stebbing et al., 2020). It is postulated that mitigating the immune response and preventing a hyper-inflammatory state may further improve clinical outcomes. Baricitinib, an orally administered, selective inhibitor of Janus kinase (JAK) 1 and 2, was predicted with the use of artificial intelligence algorithms to be a potential therapeutic against severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) (Richardson et al., 2020). Baricitinib inhibits the intracellular signaling pathway of cytokines known to be elevated in severe Covid-19, including IL-2, IL-6, IL-10, INF-γ, and granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor acts against SARS-CoV-2 through the impairment of AP2-associated protein kinase 1 and the prevention of SARS-CoV-2 cellular entry and infectivity; and improves lymphocyte counts in patients with Covid-19 (Stebbing et al., 2020; Sims et al., 2020; Cantini et al., 2020; Hoang et al., 2020).

Dexamethasone: The US National Institutes of Health recently declared that the drug corticosteroid dexamethasone is allowed to be used for hospitalized patients with Covid-19, specifically for the ones in need of oxygen supplement. They also announced that other corticosteroids, such as methylprednisolone, prednisone, and hydrocortisone are replacements in case dexamethasone is not available (EMA, 2020; Whitty, 2020; NIH, 2020).

Conclusions

According to studies and health organizations' recommendations, baricitinib plus remdesivir was superior to remdesivir alone in reducing recovery time and accelerating improvement in clinical status among patients with Covid-19, notably among those receiving high-flow oxygen or noninvasive ventilation. The combination was associated with fewer serious adverse events.
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